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 Práce je literární rešerší ve smyslu zve ejn ných požadavk  (pravidel). 
 Práce obsahuje navíc i vlastní výsledky. 

Cíle práce (p edm t rešerše, pracovní hypotéza…) 
 
Overview on the current status of RNA affinity tags was given by the author. Initially 
she describes 4 alternative approaches with one selected (aptamers) for thorough 
evaluation.  
 
Struktura ( len ní) práce: 
 
Standard structure of compilation type of thesis with appropriate focus and length  
(27 pages, 46 references).  
I acknowledge the detailed chapter 3 on aptamers in a separate chapter plus a 
concise summary and outlook.  
It would be good to state at the beginning, what are the Objectives of the thesis – this 
chapter is clearly missing. 
 
Jsou použité literární zdroje dostate né a jsou v práci správn  citovány? 
Použil(a) autor(ka) v rešerši relevantní údaje z literárních zdroj ? 
 
Old references are the major obstacle. The thesis gives more a historical perspective 
than up to date description of current status – the essential background for qualified 
commentary. Otherwise, there is a strong focus on primary references, with one 
exception and this is the review of Walker et al.: Methods Mol Biol 488, 23 (2008). 
It is cited 17-times and 11 secondary references have been used, without notion if 
these are truly secondary ones. I hope the author has read all cited work. Anyway, 
this comprises one fourth of all references and subsequently the overview on the 
topic must be naturally biased. 
 
Pokud práce obsahuje (nadstandardn ) i vlastní výsledky, jsou tyto výsledky 
adekvátním zp sobem získány, zhodnoceny a diskutovány? 
 
Not covered. 
 
Formální úrove  práce (obrazová dokumentace, grafika, text, jazyková úrove ): 
 
Fluent English with correct vocabulary, syntax and usage of articles was exceptionally 
good. I hope it is the product of an undisputable authorship, not the supervisor 
censorship. Sometimes the suffix or prefix was incorrectly used. 
In the references the journal name should be listed in capitals for all words. 
Very nice original figures are included. I would recommend to compile the principles 
of this thesis into a Wikipedia entry: RNA affinity tag. 
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Spln ní cíl  práce a celkové hodnocení: 
 
Since no Objective has been set up, I cannot judge whether these have been met. 
However, I have learned quite some new important links between protein and RNA 
worlds.  
 
Simple questions were investigated here with focus on their applications in RNA 
ribonucleoprotein manipulation and analysis. The author put very strong emphasis on 
careful description of conditions, their frequent side-by-side comparison, coupled with 
multiple original figures and tables illustrating the benefits and pitfalls of affinity tags 
and their particular examples. The author clearly showed importance of control 
systems. General difficulties in affinity-based complex isolation systems are well 
described. I would like to see also final outcome and author’s critical comments on 
particular parameters of different systems (time, price per experiment, and 
quantity/quality of isolated material, ease of use and introduction of the system in the 
lab) in a table. 
 
Old references (31 out of 46 are more than 10 years old) keep the author in a 
dangerous situation especially when general statements are put forward, e.g.: 
description of RNA species in the introduction with reference from the year 2001. 
Especially this field is moving forward in a very fast way.  
 
Definition of important scientific terms of molecular interaction was missing, such as: 
sensitivity, stability, specificity, selectivity, affinity, avidity (valency is a discussed 
issue in the thesis), etc. The major object of the thesis is the affinity tag, which is by 
default described using the Kd value. Numbers are important. Do not state: “higher 
affinity, extraordinarily high…”. The information on particular association/dissociation 
constants of described tags was not given in absolute terms and compared with the 
scale of other systems (e.g. protein/protein). 
 
In this technical-oriented thesis I have missed a special paragraph on down-
stream detection methods of complex interactions, e.g. mass spectrometry, 
NMR. 
 
 

Otázky a p ipomínky oponenta: 
1. Introduction shows number of RNA entities and their function. Not much was 

discussed about the major RNA species, the non-coding macro ncRNAs. 
a. I would like to know more about recent technical advancement in their 

methods of study. 
2. The author has compared the RNA tags with well known protein affinity tags.  

a. Which one would you prefer for general protein immunoprecipitation 
experiment and why? 

3. Streptavidin high-affinity binding was often mentioned.  
a. What is the Kd value for S1 aptamer binding to Streptavidin?  
b. Can you compare it to the original d-biotin binding characteristics  

(and its analogs, e.g. d-desthiobiotin and Streptag versions) and tell us 
why d-biotin is has been selected as preferable S1 competitor with 
respect to reversibility of the interaction and reuse of the Streptavidin 
matrix? 
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